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It Cosrcic spherules" collected in deep sea sediments are of interest be- 
cause they may represent forms of solar system matter not readily available by 
any other means (1). In addition they can possibly give a record of the inrut 
of this matter onto the earth in the past. Until very recently the identifica- 
tion of these spherules as extraterrestrial has been on the basis o f  chemical 
composition and petrology. An independent and more definitive characterization 
would be the presence of cosmic, ray produced nuclides in the spherules. In 
addition to identification, these cosmogen%c nuclides also carry potential 
information on the irradiation age and size of the body in which they were 
formed. Pioneering work in this area has been done by Nishiigumf anu his col- 
leagues who have apsJied a very sensitive nuclear transformation technique for 
59e measurement of Mn (t = 3.7 My) (2,3,4). Wishiizumi (3,4) has used his 
Mn results to argue tha!t!2cosmic stony spherules are ablation products of 

large (1-100 Kg) chondritic meteorites. The technique of accelerator mass 
spectrometry permits the detection of very small qwtities of several o 
long lived cosmogenic nuclides, in partic yaar Be (1.5 My) and 
(0.72 My). The advantage of this paif, is that Be is made primarily from high 
energy galactic cossic rays, while A1 can also be abundantly produced in Si 
(but only over a few cm of matter) by low energy solar cosmic rays. Thus the 
ratio of the concentrations of these two iaotopes can give. information on the 
size of the parent bodies of cosmic spheryaes. We2pve previously given a 
preliminary result for the concentration of Be and A1 in Fe type spherules 
(5). We present here our first results on "stone" type spherules. The spheru- 
les were collected either directly from the ocean floor by the "cosmic muck 
rakew( 8-1 - Brownlee) or by magnetic and hand sorting from dredged sediments 
[J-2 ,Y-5 -2%amakoshi). The spherules were chemically processed at Orsay, and 
Be and A1 were measured on the U. of Pennsylvania tandem accelerator, 

using techniques outlined elsewhere (6,7). Studies on other specimens from the 
same sample collections indicate that the spherules have compositions simiiar 
to carbonaceous or ordinary chondrites. (There is, however, some evidence 
(Yamakoshi, unpublished work) that spheres from the region of sample Y-2 may 
have Al concentrations as large as 3- Verification of this is important, 
since Al is an important progenitor of "Al). 

A summary2gf our pr&iminary results is given in Table 1. The uncertain- 
ties on the A1 and Be measurements are estimated to be * 15%. Since a 
significant fraction of the A1 in these spherules resides in a glass ph?~e, 
and it is known that this glass phase is etched away by seawater, the A1 
concentrations should be taken as lower limits. To check this we measured A1 
in samples B-1 and Y-5. The values found, 1.12% and 0.58% respectively, indi- 
cate that in these cases little - certainly ss than half - of the A1 has 16 been lost. A similar question also exists for Be, although we presently have 
no information on what fraction of the Be ~padr be losfO We have also included 
in Table I observed saturation values of A1 and Be in carbonaceous and 
ordinary chondrites. 

The main points to note in Table I are -1- the concentrations of both 
nuclides are vari 3kle ; -2- in two of the'three sa y&e~,~8oth the absolute 
concentration of A1 and, more dramatically, the All Be ratio, are larger 
than in saturated chondritic meteorites. Possible explanations that come to 
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mind for the first point are (i) the variations come fro ,fiven l a r g ~  varia- 
tions in individual spherules ; (ii) variable losses of A1 and Be due to 
etching ; (iii) differences in the parent bodies giving r'se to the spherules 
at different locations. This last explanation would be quite surprising since 
one might imagine that the spherules from each location in the ocean would 
average over many thousands of individual incoming bodies. The only plausible 
~ g y  we can see to explain the second point is by a significant production of 

A1 by low energy solar £la$% particles. (Although vefer~i~ltial removal of 
'OB~ by etching compared to A1 coul increase the All Be ratio, it is $6 
hard to see how it could increase the A1 above the saturation value). Solar 
flare production could arise either on the surface of a large parent body, or 
if the parent body itself was of the order of a few cen eters in size. Yd' 
we cannot yet totally exclude the former, both the low Be, and the low 
concentrations observed by Nishiizumi (3,4) would seem to argue against surfa- 
ce production. We thus suggest that the most probable explanation for our re- 
sults is that the spherules in samples Y-2 and B-1 are ablation products from 
parent bodies of the order of a centimeter in diameter. (If the spherules were 
actually irradiated in space as 2 g ~ ~ h ,  as propose$ by Parkin et al. (a), the 
expected saturation activity of A1 would bew10 dpm/kg. Our results appear 
59 exclude such a possibility). In the above scenario, the reason for the low 
Mn activities observed by Nishiizumi in similar spherules might be that the 

parent bodies have not been irradiated to saturiagtion. For example, a 0.7 mil- 
lion year irradiati~n~bime, w w h  would bring A1 to.- 50% of its saturation 
activity,would bring Be and Mn to 0111~~28% and 12% of theirs,respectively. 

It is clear that these conclusions must remain very tentative until 
further experiments are cagjied out In parti yjlar, it is now desirable to 
carry out measurements of A1 and 'OB~ (and Mn if possible) on the same 
individual spherules which have previously been characterizeg6chemica$by and 
petrologically as well as for glass loss. Measurements for A1 and Be on 
individual particles as small as 100 pg are now within the capabilities of the 
accelerator mass spectrometry technique. 

N,of Table 1 9 6 ~ 1  9 ' 'Be 26~l/10~e 
Sample spherules Location total wgt 10 atomslg 10 atomslg atom/ 

(diameters) (depth) (mg (dpmlkg) (dpmlkg) atom 

Y-2 ? llOS, 146"W 1.40 69.4 (128) 10.4 (9.1) 6.67 
(4912 m) 

Y-5 14 near Hawaii" :: 0.98 36.3 (67) 29.2 (25.7) 1.24 It 

(315-450~) ( 4500 m) 
B-1 11 lOOOkm east of 1.78 46.0 (85) 5.60 (4.93) 8.21 

(430-550~) Hawaii (5000 m) 
Saturated chondritic meteorites (9,lO) (40-65) (&20) 1-1.5 

::These spherules were recovered during a commercial mining survey and the 
exact location is not available to us. 
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